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Sri Lanka Island Tour (14 Days / 13 Nights) 

AIRPORT - NEGOMBO 

DAY 01 

Arrival at the Bandaranayake International Airport, meet your driver/guide and transfer to the first hotel in Negombo by a luxury car. 

Visits:  

 Colonial Dutch Fort 

Close to the seafront near the lagoon mouth are the ruins of the old Dutch fort, which has a fine gateway inscribed with the date 1678. 

Also there is a green, called the Esplanade, where cricket matches are a big attraction. As the fort grounds are now occupied by the 

town’s prison, the only way you’ll get a peek inside is by committing a serious crime. You’d need to be very interested in old Dutch 

architecture to go to such lengths. 

 Dutch Canal 

The boat ride/safari that takes you along the colonial Dutch canal which runs through Waikkal, gives you snap shots of bird life, 

essentially comprising waders, stunning kingfishers, rare pied kingfishers, bee-eaters, Brahminy kites, etc. Water monitors, bearing an 

uncanny resemblance to crocodiles, are also bound to make an appearance, so keep your eye out for a glimpse! You can prolong your 

boat journey by following the canal onto the sea, where you can continue onwards to Negombo where you can stop at the town, do 

some shopping and return via boat to Waikkal. 

 2nd biggest Fish Market in Sri Lanka 

The Negombo Fishing Village, also known as the Lellama by the locals, is located across the lagoon bridge, near the Old Dutch Gate. 

The large open air fish market is the second largest in the country. It gives you an unpretentious insight into the local fisher community. 

The market is loud, vibrant and smells like fish! You will be able to witness the fishermen in hundreds of boats bringing in their daily 

catch. See how the wholesalers and restaurateurs trade and watch the packing and loading of fish for distribution across the country as 

well as for export – worldwide. The retail area is a bustling hive of activity – with customers negotiating prices with mom and pop fish 

vendors. 

NEGOMBO - ANURADHAPURA 

DAY 02 

After breakfast leave for Anuradhapura. On the way visit,  

 Munneswaram Hindu Temple 
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Munneswaram temple is an important regional Hindu temple complex in Sri Lanka. It has been in existence at least since 1000 CE, 

associated with the popular Indian epic Ramayana, and its legendary hero-king Rama. The temple is one of the ancient Pancha 

Ishwarams dedicated to Shiva in the region. 

 Wilpattu National Park 

Wilpattu National Park (Willu-pattu; Land of Lakes) is located 45km northeast of Puttalam and 26km southwest of Anuradhapura, the 

Northwest coast lowland dry zone of Sri Lanka. The unique feature of this park is the existence of "Willus" (Natural lakes) - Natural, 

sand-rimmed water basins or depressions that fill with rainwater. Wilpattu National Park sits on 1,317 square kilometers (131, 693 

hectares) and ranges from 0 to 152 meters above sea level. Nearly sixty lakes (Willu) and tanks are found spread throughout the park. 

Wilpattu is the largest and one of the oldest National Parks in Sri Lanka. Wilpattu is among the top national parks world-renowned for its 

leopard (Panthera pardus kotiya) population. A remote camera survey was conducted in Wilpattu from July to October 2015 by the 

Wilderness & Wildlife Conservation Trust. As many as forty nine individual leopards were photo-captured in the surveyed area and the 

core area density was between that of Yala National Park's Block I and the Horton Plains National Park. 

ANURADHAPURA - MIHINTALE - SIGIRIYA 

DAY 03 

After breakfast visit the ancient capital Anuradhpura,  

 Anuradhapura Sightseeing (UNESCO HERITAGE SITE) 

Anuradhapura was built in the 3rd century BC and capital of the Sinhalese people for 1000 years from the 4th century BC, despite 

frequent invasions from southern India. Today it is the largest and most important ancient site in Sri Lanka and there is a wealth of old 

palaces, temples, 'dagobas'  (Buddhist monument) and Buddha statues to explore over a large area. The most visited part is the sacred 

Bodhi tree which is said to have been planted from a sapling from the tree under which Buddha gained enlightenment. This was 

brought from India by Sangamitta, the daughter of the great Indian emperor, Ashoka, who had sent his own son, Arahath Mahinda, to 

spread Buddhism in Sri Lanka. It is one of the most important pilgrimage places in the country. 

 Mihintale Mountain Peak 

Mihintale is a mountain peak near Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka. It is believed by Sri Lankans to be the site of a meeting between the 

Buddhist monk Mahinda and King Devanampiyatissa which inaugurated the presence of Buddhism in Sri Lanka. It is now a pilgrimage 

site, and the site of several religious monuments and abandoned structures. 

SIGIRIYA – POLONNARUWA - SIGIRIYA 

DAY 04 

After breakfast visit,  

 Sigiriya Rock Fortress (UNESCO HERITAGE Site) 
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Sigiriya is an archeological site in North Central Sri Lanka. It contains the ruins of an ancient palace complex, built during the region of 

King Kasyapa (477AD - 495 AD). It is one of the 7 world heritage sites in Sri Lanka and is one of its most popular tourist destinations. 

The Sigiriya site consists of a 180m tall granite rock, whose sides are so steep that at some points the top overhangs the base. At the 

top of the site there is a palace complex. The ruins of various chambers, stairways and pools can be seen at the top. There is a stone 

stairway leading from the base to the top of the mountain. About half way to the top, there is a pair giant pair of lions paws which is in 

fact the ruin of a huge head of a lion whose open mouth served as the entrance to the royal palace. Surrounding the palace complex 

are the ruins of a garden complex consisting of two moats, various pools.  

 Ancient City of Polonnaruwa 

The second most ancient of Sri Lanka's kingdoms, Polonnaruwa was first declared the capital city by King Vijayabahu I, who defeated 

Chola invaders in 1070 to reunite the country once more under a local leader. In Polonnaruwa you can see traces of a great kingdom 

that once existed there and is historically valuable in Sri Lanka. Today the ancient city of Polonnaruwa remains one of the best planned 

archaeological relics cities in the country, standing testimony to the discipline and greatness of the Kingdom's first rulers. Its beauty is 

also used as a backdrop to many movies and video clips. The ancient city of Polonnaruwa has been declared a World Heritage site by 

UNESCO. 

SIGIRIYA – DAMBULLA - KANDY 

DAY 05 

After breakfast leave for Kandy. On the way visit,  

 Dambulla Cave Temple (UNESCO HERITAGE Site) 

Dambulla Cave Temple located at an elevation of 1118 feet from the sea level raises a massive rock from the surrounding plains of 

Dambulla of  600 feet high and over 2000 feet in length. It is home to the world’s most acclaimed Cave complex of magnificent Buddha 

Images and Rock Paintings of vivid colors and shapes constructed and painted from around 2nd Century BC (Anuradhapura era ) and 

continued up to the Kandyan era of the 18th Century. The five main temple caves cover over 1000 square meters, these were formed 

out of a deep cavern, part natural and part excavated. One cave consists of a reclining Buddha over 15 meters in length and another 

holds 50 statues in a variety of positions and is decorated in glowing colors. The ceiling of this ancient monastery is covered with the 

colorful frescoes. Long strips of narrative paintings depict episodes of a story such as the life of Buddha or the coming of Buddhism to 

Sri Lanka. 

 Spice Garden in Matale 

In the past Sri Lanka was known as Taprobane, world renowned for its quality spices. In the 16th century Ceylon, as it was known then, 

was discovered by the Portuguese who soon began trading in cinnamon and other spices. The Dutch and British followed, bringing with 

them their own history and influences, forming a strong Western presence which created a history of food expressed with spices which 

can be tasted in today’s meals. Spices are an essential element of the cuisine of Sri Lanka and the Ayurvedic tradition and a visit to a 

garden specialized in the cultivation of these substances is an excellent way to discover different uses of certain ingredients. Find 
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cinnamon, cloves, nutmeg, vanilla, cardamom and black pepper, to name a few. Visitors can buy the products in their natural state or in 

the form of oils and potions that are used by Ayurvedic medicine. 

 Kandy Temple of the Tooth (UNESCO HERITAGE Site) 

The Temple of the Tooth Relic, Sri Dalada Maligawa in Kandy, is the most prominent and sacred Buddhist shrine in Sri Lanka, even in 

the world. The relic of the tooth is kept in a two-story inner shrine fronted by two large elephant tusks. The relic rests on a solid gold 

lotus flower, encased in jeweled caskets that sit on a throne. The temple is joined to the Pattiripuwa (Octagon) tower, built in 1803, that 

was originally a prison but now houses a collection of palm-leaf manuscripts. The king's palace is also in the temple compound. 

KANDY – PINNAWALA - KANDY 

DAY 06 

After breakfast visit, 

 Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage 

It is established in 1975 as place for shelter and cares the wounded elephants and abandoned baby elephants found in jungle. This is 

covered an area over 24 acre land. It was under the department of Department of Wildlife but now under the National Zoological 

Garden. The main daily activities taken place in the Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage are feeding milk to baby elephants and the bathing 

sessions. 

 Peradeniya Botanical Garden 

Botanical Garden in Peredeniya is Sri Lanka’s largest garden an elegant and spacious 147-acres (60-hectares) plenty of time is needed 

to stroll Peradeniya’s imposing Avenue of Royal Palms. There are some 4,000 different species of plants at Peradeniya Gardens. The 

10,000 or so trees, which are the stars, are mature, lofty giants, many of them tropical timber trees. Highlights of the collection include 

the Giant Bamboo of Burma, capable of growing to 40 meters height (130 feet) with a 25-centimetre (10-inch) stem diameter. And it can 

grow by a rapid 30 centimeters a day (12 inches). Absolutely sensational is the century old giant Javan fig tree, its tentacle like roots 

spread across the enormous area of about 1,800 square meters (19,375 square feet) a massive central trunk beneath the tree ’s vast 

canopy ‘umbrella’. The Cannonball tree is also intriguing, with its cannonball-like fruit hanging off the trunk and large open, waxy pink-

white flowers. So is the Double Coconut Palm, one of 200 types of palms displayed at Peradeniya – originating from the Seychelles, 

this tree produces the largest seed known. Its fruits take five years to mature. The gardens showcase all of Sri Lanka ’s flora and 

representative species from around the tropical world. Luminaries as varied as Queen Elizabeth II, Marshal Tito and Yuri Gugarin have 

planted trees to mark their visits to the garden. 

 Traditional Cultural Show 

With elaborate costumes, gyrating dance moves and show-stopping, fire-breathing stunts, a Kandyan dance performance is one of the 

defining experiences of a stay in Kandy. Calling it a traditional Kandyan dance performance is something of a misnomer as the shows 
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are very much aimed at audience entertainment and contain dance routines and costumes from across the country, including the 

famous ‘devil’ dances of the west coast (which are very hard to see in their home region). 

 KANDY – NUWARA ELIYA  

DAY 07 

 Tea Plantations & Tea Factory 

No visit to the hill country is complete without a visit to a tea estate, where you can view the vibrant green fields of tea which for so 

many people epitomize the image of Sri Lanka. Surrounded by the breathtaking, idyllic landscape, you will also get a chance to taste 

and purchase some of the world’s finest tea. Nuwara Eliya situated at around 2000m above sea level and surrounded by lush tea 

plantations. Nuwara Eliya is the main hill resort of Sri Lanka and the heart of the tea industry. This city with an elevation of 6200 meters 

is the highest in Sri Lanka. Once a pleasure retreats of the European planters the town is still very much an English town with many 

English style bungalows and buildings. Some of the finest teas in the world are produced here, and a visit to a tea factory and a tea 

plantation is a must.  The process is unchanged from Victorian times, and you can follow it through from picking, drying and crushing to 

fermenting, packing, and especially tasting and buying. 

  Nuwara Eliya (Little England) Sightseeing tour 

and 

 Lake Gregory 

Gregory Lake is located about one kilometre away from Nuwara Eliya town and built during the year 1874 by the governor Gregory. By 

stopping the “Thalagala” stream which starts from the “Piduruthalagala” mountain. It is believed that the main intention of building this 

Lake is to generate Electricity  to the town. The water was taken away up to a place called “black pool” using a tunnel and has 

generated Electricity there 

NUWARA ELIA – HORTON PLAINS – ICONIC TRAIN RIDE TO ELLA 

DAY 08 

After breakfast visit,  

 Horton Plain National Park 

Make an excursion to Horton Plains by 4 x 4 (jeep). This misty grassland plateau is a National Park and UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

It sits at an elevation of more than 2,000 m (6,500 ft) about 20 km from Nuwara Eliya. There is a strange and mysterious silence about 

the place, and it has some excellent walks. From this plateau rises Sri Lanka’s second- and third-highest mountain: Thotupola Kanda 

(2,357 m) and Kirigalpota (2,389 m). The grassland is interspersed with patches of forest and some unusual vegetation that grows only 

at high altitudes. The trees are encrusted with lichens, and giant ferns and rhododendrons also flourish. The dense forests are home to 

deer, jackal, the shaggy bear-monkey, sambhur (a large deer) and the occasional leopard. The plains are also popular with 
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birdwatchers. World's End is located in Horton Plains National Park and it is a sheer cliff, with a drop of about 4,000 feet (1,200 m). It is 

one of the most visited parts of Horton Plains National Park. It is one of the key attractions in Sri Lanka. 

 Iconic Train Ride to Ella (Sri Lanka's highest village) 

Ella is a small village in the Badulla District of Uva Province, Sri Lanka governed by an Urban Council. It is approximately 200 

kilometres (120 mi) east of Colombo and is situated at an elevation of 1,041 metres (3,415 ft) above sea level. The area has a rich bio-

diversity, dense with numerous varieties of flora and fauna. Ella is surrounded by hills covered with cloud forests and tea plantations. 

The town has a cooler climate than surrounding lowlands, due to its elevation. The Ella Gap allows views across the southern plains of 

Sri Lanka  

ELLA 

DAY 09 

After breakfast visit, 

 Little Adams Peak 

Little Adams Peak is named after the sacred Adams Peak (Sri Pada – where, according to legend, the foot print of Lord Buddha is 

preserved) due to the similarity between the two mountains. It is 1141 m in height. Little Adam’s Peak attracts many travelers who come 

to Sri Lanka. With an easy hike up to the mountain you’ll have spectacular panoramic views from Little Adams Peak. You walk through 

lush green tea plantations, pass waterfalls and paddy fields while enjoying the sceneries. It will be priceless if you visit the place in the 

morning when the clouds roll in. It is locations like this that make Sri Lanka a beautiful natural destination. You also will get a free neck 

exercise since you have to rotate your body to seek the best 360 degree views on the top. 

 Nine Arch Bridge 

The Nine Arches Bridge, also called The Bridge in the Sky, is one of the most iconic bridges in Sri Lanka and is one of the best 

examples of British railway constructions when Ceylon was still a colony of the British Empire. It is located in Demodara, between Ella 

and the Demodara railway station. In the past decade the surrounding area has seen a steady increase of visitors due to the bridge's 

architectural ingenuity and the profuse greenery in the nearby hillsides. Loosely founded, albeit popular rumours suggest that when 

construction work commenced on the bridge, the Great War began between the empires of Europe and the steel consignment assigned 

for this site was reallocated to Britain's War related projects at the battlefront. As a result when the work came to a standstill the locals 

came forward and built the bridge with solid stone bricks and cement without steel. 

 Tea Plucking 

Ceylon tea is known all over the world for its taste and flavor. You are in Ella and why not see how your tea is made. Everywhere you 

go in the Sri Lankan highlands there are tea plantations: endless shining rows of leafy bushes in the brightest and deepest shades of 

green you can imagine. You can walk through the tea estates surrounding Ella. You will see the pluckers busy with their job and you 

can have a nice chat with them and also learn how to do the plucking. Yes, it is not easy without practise. There are plenty of nearby 
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tea factories too. Closest is Uva Halpewatte factory. If you want to visit more tea factories visit Dambatenne and Newburgh which are 

not too far from Ella. 

 Rawana Water Fall 

The Ravana Falls popularly known as Ravana Ella is a popular sightseeing attraction in Sri Lanka. It currently ranks as one of the 

widest falls in the country. This waterfall measures approximately 25 m (82 ft) in height and cascades from an oval-shaped concave 

rock outcrop. During the local wet season, the waterfall turns into what is said to resemble an areca flower with withering petals. But this 

is not the case in the dry season, where the flow of water is reduced dramatically. 

ELLA - YALA 

DAY 10 

After breakfast drive down to the South Coast and visit, 

 Yala National Park 

Located in the south-east of Sri Lanka, Yala is a beautiful area of lowland dry scrub sitting on a long stretch of coastline, punctuated by 

rocky outcrops. It is the premier national park of Sri Lanka, and arguably one of the best for mammals in Asia. The top draw is the Sri 

Lankan leopard, a sub-species endemic to the country; in certain areas of the park, the average leopard density is as high as one cat to 

every square kilometre. During the fruiting of the palu trees in June and July, sloth bears are often observed. Other animals you might 

spot include sambar  (a large deer), spotted deer, buffalo, wild pig, stripe-necked and ruddy mongooses, langur monkey, toque 

monkey, golden jackal and Indian palm civet. The combination of freshwater, marine, scrub and woodland areas ensures a high 

diversity of birds. Indeed, the park hosts 220 different types, and serious twitchers have recorded 100 species in a single day. 

 YALA - WELIGAMA - MIRISSA 

DAY 11 

Further down the South Coast we visit the,  

 Weligama Fishing Village 

Weligama beach is famous for its stilt fishermen. In chest-deep water on the beach, just a few meters off-shore, are the stilt fishermen 

perched on a cross bar fixed on a single pole planted into the sea-bed. These fishermen, who are the poorest of the poor, spend hours 

with their lines cast out to the sea to catch small fish and sell them in return or use for their daily meals.. 

 Sea Turtle Hatchery 
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 It is said that these sea turtles need a specified location or beach to lay down their eggs. Therefore they come to places like Sri Lanka 

ignoring many other beaches around the world. Eventually they lay down the eggs on the sandy beaches and return back to sea. The 

aim of the Turtle Hatchery is to ensure the life of turtles and conserve them. The Sea turtle hatchery is a day care for new born turtles. 

MIRISSA - GALLE - MIRISSA 

DAY 12 

Today visit,  

 Whale Watching off Mirissa Beach 

Whale and dolphin watching in Mirissa is one of the most exciting water activities you can do in Sri Lanka during your holiday. Mirissa is 

the best place to start your whale and dolphin watching tour in Sri Lanka. In the warm Indian Ocean you can see Blue whales, Bryde´s 
whales, Sperm whales, Fin whales, sometimes Killer whales, and Common dolphins, Bottlenose dolphins, Spinner dolphins, Risso's 

dolphins and Striped dolphins. Sometimes you also can see turtles and various fish species, for example Bluefin tuna and flying fish. 

 Dutch Fort in Galle (UNESCO HERITAGE SITE) 

Galle is a bustling provincial capital and administrative centre for the South. Once a port, Galle was Sri Lanka ’s first international 

commerce and trade centre, and the streets are still awash with a cosmopolitan range of goods available to buy in exotic markets and 

quirky art galleries. The Dutch presence is still visible in Galle, and should you want to retrace the footsteps of the Dutch rule, let our 

guide give you the tour of the Old Dutch fort (a UNESCO World Heritage site), the Dutch Government House, the former New Oriental 

Hotel (built in 1684), the old bell tower, and the Dutch tide-based sewage system. 

 MIRISSA 

DAY 13 

Free day at the   

 Mirissa Beach (optional surf lessons or visit to the Snake Farm) 

MIRISSA - AIRPORT 

DAY 14 

On the way to the Airport 

 Colombo Sightseeing / Shopping 

Colombo is the commercial capital and largest city of Sri Lanka. It is the financial centre of the island and a popular tourist destination. 

In Colombo you will see a fascinating mix of old and new, with a central cluster of high-rise office blocks and hotels overshadowing red-

tiled colonial-era buildings and sprawling street markets which overflow with high piled fruit and vegetables, colorful silks and cottons, 

and deliciously fragrant spices. Not to mention the many museums and galleries, churches, mosques and temples. 
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Travel Agent Information 

We are flexible in our approach and are happy to review and provide recommendations on your own suggested tour programme 

 No Limit on Groups Sizes (01 - 99+ pax) 

 Accommodation options are ranging from budget hotels to luxury and boutique resorts 

 All meal plans available; including special dietary (DBML / GFML), vegetarian and/or vegan meal plans 

 Private Transportation by limousine, minivan and/or bus 

 Experienced, multi-lingual drivers and tour guides 

 

Sri Holidays Travel Service 
T: 0094312222400 
M: 0094773866315 

WhatsApp/Viber/IMO : 0094 773 866 315 

B2B 
Web:https://www.sri-holidays.com 

B2C 
Web:https://www.go-lanka.com 

Web:http://www.lanka-holidays.com 

http://www.sri-holidays.com/
https://www.go-lanka.com/
http://www.lanka-holidays.com/
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